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DISCRETE HELICAL SPIN ROTATORS 

U. Wienands 
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrvok Mall, Vancouver. B.C., Canada I’6T 2A3 

Abstract 

A family of multi-twist transverse-field spin rotators using tilted 
bending magnets is described that is useful for Siberian snakes as well 
as other spin rotators. The device has less orbit excursions than other 
designs found in the literature and, in applications in electron rings. 
exhibits less radiative depolarization for a given length of the spin 
rotator. A 3.twist snake and a l-twist 90” rotator are presented, the 
first for use in the proposed TRIUMF KAON factory and the second 
for possible use in an electron storage ring to achieve longitudinal 
polarization at the interaction point. Orbit errors and their correction 
are discussed. 

Transverse field spin rotators 

Motivation for this work arose from the desire to be able to use 
Siberian snakes in proton accelerators at kinetic energies as low as 
3 GeV, the injection energy of the 30 GeV Driver synchrotron of the 
proposed TRIIJMF KAON factory. Since solenoid rotators need too 
high a field integral at 30 GeV, transverse-field rotators are to be 
used, giving spin precession angles larger by a factor yG/( 1 + G) for 
the same field integral (C is the gyromagnetic anomaly, 1.7928 for 
protons). These are problematic at low injection energies, however, 
due to the large orbit excursions necessitating correspondingly large 
magnet apertures. Keeping the orbit excursions small is therefore a 
strong concern in the design of Siberian snakes. 

So far the most effective way of achieving small orbit excursions 
is the multi- twist helical snake proposed by E.D. Courant.’ A trans- 
verse helical field is used to rotate the spin. Courant showed that in 
such a magnet the orbit excursions decrease roughly with l/n, while 
the length of the drvicr increases only with & (n is the number of 
twists). 

From a constructional point of view a helical magnet with several 
twists, 3 T field, and between 5 and 10 m long appears to be not a 
simple devirr. Also, once built the correction of field errors invariably 
present seems di%,cult. Finally, in order to create a straight-through 
device the orbit restoration necessary at both ends implies that the 
hearn passes through the helix at an angle other than 90” to the 
field, creating longitudinal field components that will disturb the spin 
motion and also gir-r risr to addi?ion:tl twisting of the planes. 

We therefore analyzed an approximation to the helix using a num 
brr of discrete bending magnets. If successful, these magnets can bc 
positioned along the orbit such that longitudinal field components 
are minimized. Also, the magnets can be aligned and adjusted in 
place in order to correct any orbit errom. The helix is approximated 
in much the same way as a circle is approximated by a polygon. 

To analyze a disrrete-magnet helix, we replace the helix with, say, 
1M twists by a series of N magnets tilted about the longitudinal axis 
by an equal angle against each other such that exactly M periods are 
created. The effect on the spin of this array can be described by its 
spillor transf8;r matrix: 

Mhelix = fJ ploy gpo* e-inq&y , (1) 
n=l 

where n is the spin precession angle of each magnet, and ~M(2n+ 
1)/2Pi is the tilt angle of each magnet. The index n counts the 
magnets in the helix. 

This product can be simplified by corttbining the rotations of suc- 
cessive elements about the longitudinal axis to yield 

,5fh ,jx = &% e ( 
e’P ein$oy)N e-i=soi (2) 

If the expression in braces represents a rotation by an angle of 
Ti !Q’, w,el,x is tracclpss and represrnts a snakr, sinc(l ‘SP can aLways 

rotate the whole array about the longitudinal axis to move the axis 
of precession into the horizontal plane. This gives and expression for 
the angle 0: 

For CL to be real, the number of magnets has to be more than 
twice the number of twists. 

The tilt angle of the first magnet has to i)ib 

e,=a ;+; c -1 
for the axis of rotation to be in the horizontal plane. and the angle 
between the axis of rotation and the longitudinal axis is 

4, = arccoB ( tanry$t 1)) ; (5) 

this angle, however, will be changed when the necessary orbit restora- 
tion is included. 

The field integral needed for the helix is given in the limit of 
p = v/c = I to be 

BI, = No$ 
, 

The simplest device possible is a one-twist rotator with three mag- 
nets, each of them with a spin rotation of *. This is the same device 
proposed some time ago by Derbenev and Kondratrnko,’ which has 
thus been identified as the first member of the helical-snake family. 
Unfortunately orbit excursion and field integral needed are too large 
to make this device attractive for all except the highest energies. 

The above equations can be graphed in a diagram plotting the 
number of twists versus the number of magnets, with BL as a pa- 
rameter (Fig. I). As is evident, the field integral needed for a given 
number of twists decreases with the number of magnets used as the 
approximation of the helix gets smoother, but the decrease levels 
off to asymptotically approach the value for the continuous helix for 
large N. On the other hand, if a certain number of magnets is used 
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Fig 1. Number of magnets vs. number of twists for discrt>te magnet h<>lices, 
for diflbrent values of t.hr field integral nr, (Tm) The dashrd linrs represent 
brllces with a constant nurribrr df magnrtb ~BPI twist ,u( 1~1~~~11~~~3 
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the Arid integral rires with the number of tbvisla, at first moderately 
but more steeply as the approximation of tilt, twists becomes more 
rrllde. 

In or(!er to find a snake suitable for the Driver ring, we evaluate 
some hciiws in more detail. If we have 12 magnets for the helix. 
3 T field each, WC can construct helices with the number of twists, 
ranging from 1 to 5 with these maguc,ts. In Table I the properties of 
these he!icc~ are listed, neglecting for now tlicx space n~drd hrtwern 
jndivi?ual magIlets, and also neglecting the orbit rrstorrrs. As ran be 
taken from co. -1, thr 3. and the 4-twist helix with 4 and 3 magnets 
per twist, respectively, have the smallest orbit excursions. The 3.twist 
“rectangular” helix requires about 25% less field integral, however, 
making;t more economical. 

The 3.twist “rectangular” helix requires a field integral of 23 ‘I’m. 
Given this value, we can ask whether or not there are designs with 
even less orbit excursions hut about the same field length. In Table 
II the snakes with about the same field length are listed. The s-twist 
.‘rectangular” helix is clearly preferable to the ?-twist “triangular” 
helix, while the 4-twist snake requires such a large number of rnag- 
nets that it constitutes for all practical purposes a continuous helical 
magnet. The 3.twist helix will therefore be considered in the rest of 
the paper. It has the additional advantage of having two orthogo- 

nal planes, albeit tilted by 4.5’ against the horizontal/vertical planes. 
thus making it easier to operate than the other alternatives. 

Table I. 180” hehces with 12 magnets, 3 ‘1’ field each 

twists 
Magnets 

twist 
Vertical 

orbit 
(cm) 

Length 
(111) 

Orbit shape 

1 12 33.9 18.9 4.1 dodecagonal 
2 6 47.3 9.1 5.8 hexagonal 
3 4 61.2 6.2 7.4 rectangular 
4 3 80.1 5.7 9.8 triangular 
5 24 119 4 7.0 14.6 subtriangular 

No spaces between magnets are considered. Vertical orbit excursion is cal- 
culated for 3 GeV protons. Two additional orbit restorers are needed for a 
snake 

Table II. 1XP helices with a field integral of about 23 Tm. 
______. ~--. 

vertical 
twists Magnets 

t:, 
orbit Length Orblt shape 
!cm) ( rn) 

2 G 117 7 12 1 
3 12 61 2 62 
4 86 87 47 

7.2 triangular 
74 rectangular 
75 21.5 Magnets/twist 

No spaces between magnets are considered. Vertical orblt excursion is cal- 
culated for 3 GrV protons and 3 ‘r magnets. ‘Two additional restorers arc 
nrrded for a snake. 

In order to create a straight-through device with no orbit off- 
Ct’:, <Lb 11P<di~tl for opmdion of tt IP snakr during ac-celc~ration, orbit 
r?sloring Inagl~e:.x have lo t.< I 9 iidtirt to tll? helix. ‘I’h<> simplest trf 
such restoration schemes consists of two horizonta.lly bending orhit- 
restoring rnagrlets, on,’ brfore arid 011~ after the helix, each of tl:c, 
same but opposite stre@h. This orbit correction scheme is not op 

tinlnl. ,inre it disI]laces the orbit asylrimt~trirxlly, A more t~laborat~ 
systt~ such as given by Courant creates orbit excursions symrncxtri- 
rally ahout t,h<b axis. t,hus halving the displacrrnrnt in each magnc’t. 
For simplification we do not analyze such a srhcmr in thix palm, 

although it would certainly be used in an actual drvicc,. 

nesides straightening the orbit in the horizontal I)lane. these mag- 
nets also rotate the axis of spin rotation of the snakr, to roincide with 
the longitudinal axis. The device therefore roustitutcs a snake of the 
first kind. Unfortunately there appears to be no way of constructing 
a multiturn snake with a precession asis significantly tiiffcwnt from 
the longitudinal axis.‘,’ 

The helix together with the orbit restorers still produces some 
orbit deviation in the vertiral plane due, to highexr-order c>ffrrts. These 
can be corrgac-ted hy small \rertical orhit rorrrrtors at 1xal.h end, of thr> 
same strength and polarity. Si:tcr their axis of rotation is orthogonal 
to the spin rotation axis of the snake array, their spin rotations cancel 
and the total spin rotation will remain 180”. 

Using this scheme we modolled a threp-twist rectangular snaky 
using a spin and orbit tracking program. Assuming 3 ‘I’ magnets, 
each of the magnets that make up the helix is Ct.62 m long with 
I3 cm aperture, and I5 cm of space is left between the magnets. 
The aperture is filled at injection by 8 cm of orbit excursion and a 
full-intensity beam size of 5 cm Since the polarized beam will have 
typically about l/6 of the emittance of the full-intensity beam, a 
margin of 3.6 cm is contained in the beam size. Together with the 
orbit restoration the full length of the snake is 10.71 m. Figure 2 
shows the array of magnets. 

SIDE VIEW 

TOP VIEW 

V t-i 225’ 135’ 45” -45” -H V 
Fig. 2. Rectangular helical snake. Only 1 first out of three is shown. The 
angles indicate the tilt of the magnets about the axis 

The parameters of the helical snake can he compared with those 
of a snake of 1. kind designed by K. Steffen.5 This snake, prohabIy 
the best known design, needs a total field integral of 19 Tm, and has. 
at 3 T field, a length of 11.3 m since there have to be a few straight 
pieces in order to allow for a straight-through device. The orbit ex- 
cursions are 15 cm at 3 GeV. The Steffen snake needs 10 magnets, 6 
short ones and 4 long ones, compared to 12 magnets plus two shorter 
orbit restorers for the 3-twist rectangular helical snake. Already with 
the simple orbit restoration scheme used here, the helical snake out- 
performs the Steffen snake, while a more elaborate orbit correction 
would reduce the orbit excursions by another factor of 2, to about 
3 cm. 

A snake of this type was modelled and included in a straight ser- 
tion of the new race-track lattice for the Driver ring6 using the pro- 
gram DIMAD. The quadrupole at the symmetry point of the straight 
section is replaced by the snake array; a quadrupole doublet at each 
end provides matching t,o the lattice. The beta functions (shown in 
Fig. 3) have been kept as small M reasonable in order to have a small 
beam size and also to minimize the effect of tdgc focusing and field 
errors in the snake magnets. 

40’ $ in Rotator & L ..- 

Since the helical rotator has obvious advantages for Siberian snakes 
we invc>stigatrd its usefulness for 9O’spin rotators. Of particular in- 
pot tance is the, application in electron storage rings in ordq,r to achieve 
I~~I~gltlidi~lal Ij:1l:~ri7:lticlrl at Ihrb inlrxriri.tiltu pain. 

For reasons of symmetry, a helix with M twists rotating the spin 
Ijy 90’ is equal to onrl-half of a 180’ helix with ‘Lhf twists, and the 
axis of rotatiojt is in the horizontal plane if Eq. (4) is obeyed. One 
additional horizontal bending magnet is nerdrd to rotate the rotation 
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Factory Drover, with 3-twist rectangular helical snake. 

axis into the radial direction. Since the rotator has to rotate by 
exactly 90” only for cme energy, there is no need for orbit restoration 
to form an overall straight-through device; the rotator can replace 
some of the bending magnets. 

In electron rings there is, however, a new restraint due to radiative 
depolarization in the rotator magnets, where the spin is not parallel 
to the field. This depolarization is given by’ 

dzn$ ~~(i&l) , 
n 

where po is the bending radius of the rin_p magnets, P,, is the bending 
radius of the rotator magnets, and s’. b represents the cosine of the 
anglr enclosed by the polarization vector and the field. 

The depolarization d scales with the squared inverse of the length, 
1/L2, of the rotator and therefore the quantity L2d is a constant of 
the design and constitutes a figure of (de)mrrit, that one wants to 
minimize. L*d determines the field strength and length of the rotator 
if a certain depolarization is not to he exceeded. 

In Table III, the parameters of a l-twist rotator suitable for in- 
sertion into the PEP ring have been summarized for 3-8 magnets in 
the helix. Since the L’d value decreases quite rapidly with the num- 
ber of magnets, the fields allowed become larger and the whole array 
shortens for constant depolarization (5% in Table III). There appears 
to he quite noticeable gain in increasing the number of magnets, at 
least up to eight. But already the rectangular rotator is superior to 

Table III. I-twist 90’ helical rotators for electron rings 

Magnets 
heliw 

L(d=5%) 

(4 

Orbit shape 

3 117.7 25.4 22.5 
4 76.4 16.4 18.3 
6 413 10 23 14.3 
a 34 7 6 48 11.4 

43 triangular 
4.8 rectangular 
5.9 hexagonal 
73 octogona1 

- ..- ..- ..- -- -.-. 

Yo space between magnets are considered. L*d is calculated for po = I65 5 m 
and 14.4 GrV electrons. One additmnnl twndlnp, magnet is nerdcd for longi- 
tudinal polarization. 
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Fig. 4. Geometry for a 900 spin rotator for the PEP electron storage ring. A 
field of 0.38 T was used for the rotator magnets. BLF are low-field bending 
magnets for synchrotron radiation shielding. 

the HERA “mini” rotator,8 one of the more common designs. Figure 
4 shows a possible layout of the rotator, together with the part of the 
PEP IR it replaces. 
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